MAES Gifted On Line Learning Days

Day 1

**Reading**- Complete a book on MyOn and make a 3-2-1. Write 3 things that you learned, 2 things that you found interesting, and 1 thing that you want to learn more about.

**Math**- Code.org, ABCYA.com, setgame.com, BrainPop and learn about a math subject.

**H.O.T.S**- Design a comic strip about the events of a “Digital Learning Day”. Include detailed illustrations and phrases about each event. Be sure to show events in chronological order. Color it neatly and give it a title.

**PBL/STEM**: Create a new device to pick up your dirty clothes. Using materials in and around your house, design a prototype to solve the problem. Remember to work through the STEM process. Take a picture of it and send to your teacher.

Day 2


**Math**- Write three word problems about a topic of interest for your classmates to solve. Solve it first. Then make an answer key.

**H.O.T.S**- Write a story –Go outside and observe what you see. Write a narrative story using details and descriptive words about what you see, hear, smell, or feel. Story starter: “The Day There was No School”

**PBL/STEM**: Design a simple machine to solve a problem that you think is important. Using materials in and around your house, design a prototype to solve the problem. Remember to work through the STEM process. Take a picture of it and send to your teacher.